
 

 

Senior Full-stack / AI Developer (m / f) at SPIKELANDS AG 
 

SPIKELANDS AG is an advertising agency that creates authentic brand 
experiences thanks to fully integrated multi-channel communication and 
delivers lasting impact. 
 
Together with our clients, we capture key market insights and develop clear 
and differentiated communication strategies. We deliver integrated 
multichannel solutions from concept, design, production to a successful 
implementation. Systematic analyses allow us to continuously improve, 
enrich the customer experience and create memorable brand experiences 
with positive impact. 
 
Due to increased demands in the field of artificial intelligence (AI), machine 
learning (ML) and healthcare-related applications we are looking for 
reinforcement in the development team. As a committed full-stack developer 
you develop, program and document innovative AI and ML solutions and web 
applications. 
 
Your tasks: 

• Analysis, planning and agile software development of innovative web 
applications (front / back end) 

• Maintenance of implemented solutions; Follow-up tickets requests 
(bugs, new jobs, change requests, etc.,) 

• Creation of high quality documentation in the field of AI and web 
services 

• Ensuring compliance according to customer requirements, adherence 
to regulatory provisions (e.g. GDPR) around our AI solutions 

• Identify improvements, make suggestions and implement them 
accordingly once approved for development 

• Independent implementation, as well as testing and integration of 
software components 

 
Your profile: 

• 3-5 years of experience as front-end / back-end programmer, cross-
browser, cross-device and applications. 

• Experience with cloud computing / web services or related areas 

• Very good knowledge of PHP, JavaScript / TypeScript, CSS / SASS 
and HTML 

• Experience in the following areas:  
- Component-based front-end frameworks, e.g. B. React, AngularJS 

- Node.js-based API technologies, e.g. B. Express, GraphQL 

- CMS such as Symfony, Wordpress, Silverstripe, ModX 

- JavaScript test frameworks, e.g. B. Jest, Cypress 



 

 

- RestAPI, JSON, XML, Bootstrap 

- WebShop solutions, including Shopware developments 

- Databases like MySQL, PostgreSQL 
- Git, Linux, Docker  
- Agile processes such as Scrum 

• An eye for well-designed, intuitively usable web interfaces 
• Strong written and oral communication skills; Teamwork 

• Interest in new technologies and trends, especially in the AI and 
machine learning environment 

 
We look forward to hearing from you and discussing this exciting position 
with you. Apply today by email: stefan.flueckiger@spikelands.com or contact 
us for more information. 
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